The crossroads of Europe

European Social
Fund
INVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE

WHY HUNGARY?

HIGH-QUALITY EDUCATION
The history of Hungarian higher education goes back
more than 650 years and builds on its unique academic
heritage by integrating innovation, creativity and
cooperation.

EUROPEAN DEGREE
Studying in Hungary means studying in Europe. Degrees
earned in Hungary are recognized internationally and help
you to get ahead in the global job market.

AFFORDABILITY
The extremely favourable cost-to-value ratio of
Hungarian higher education and the affordable living
costs make studying in Hungary a great investment.
Scholarship opportunities are also available.

CENTRAL LOCATION IN EUROPE
Hungary is conveniently located in the heart of Europe.
Discover unspoilt nature and the numerous World
Heritage Sites of the country as well as the other
European cities within easy reach.

UNFORGETTABLE CULTURAL
EXPERIENCE
The country has a 2000-year-old history and offers
a thrilling cultural life. With its vibrant student communities
and its enriching cultural scene, you will never be bored.

hungary and its higher education in a nutshell
size:
dimensions:
population:
capital:
currency:
time zone:
climate:
language:

93,000 square kilometres
250 km (North-South) and
524 km (East-West)
9.7 million
Budapest (1.7 million)
Hungarian forint (HUF)
CET (GMT +1)
dry continental with four seasons
Hungarian

HUNGARIAN HIGHER EDUCATION ACCORDING
TO INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

THE TOP 3 REASONS FOR STUDYING IN HUNGARY: HIGH QUALITY OF
EDUCATION, GETTING TO KNOW ANOTHER CULTURE AND AFFORDABLE PRICES.

70%

26%

OF INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS WOULD
DEFINITELY COME BACK TO STUDY IN HUNGARY.

OF INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS WOULD
PROBABLY COME BACK
TO STUDY IN HUNGARY.

SPORT, ENTERTAINMENT, TRANSPORTATION AND ACCOMMODATION WERE
RATED 4 OUT OF 5 BY INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS.

FIND YOUR PERFECT STUDY PROGRAMME

64 higher education institutions in Hungary
ca. 38,000 international students from
165 countries on more than 700 study
programmes (13.2% of the student population)

38 HEIs with registered international students
on foreign language study programmes

BASIC STRUCTURE OF STUDY PROGRAMMES
BA / BSc

MA / MSc

Doctoral (PhD, DLA)

(6-8 semesters)

(2-4 semesters)

(8 semesters)

(10-12 semesters)

Undivided Programmes / One-tier master’s
(OTM) (example: Law or Medicine)

”I like the high quality of lectures offered by
my university and the professionalism of our
professors. I love that my programme provides
international experience, since I can get to
know people from all around the world.”
NORMA from Mexico

SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Browse the Study Finder database available on the Study in Hungary
website to find the programme and higher education institution that
suits you best.

There are various scholarship opportunities available to help
fund your studies in Hungary including Stipendium Hungaricum,
Erasmus+, CEEPUS and Bilateral state scholarships.

start here: www.studyinhungary.hu » Study Finder

find out if you are eligible here:
www.studyinhungary.hu » Find a Scholarship
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living & studying in hungary
ACADEMIC YEAR

GRADING SYSTEM

The academic year is divided into 2 semesters including 14-15 weeks
of lectures and seminars followed by an examination period that
lasts for 6-8 weeks.
autumn semester

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Febr.

spring semester

Febr.

Mar.
holidays

registration and
signing up for courses

Apr.

May

Jun.

Jul.

university
grade

equivalent
ects grade

5 (excellent)

A, B (excellent, very good)

4 (good)

C

(good)

3 (satisfactory)

D

(satisfactory)

2 (pass)

E

(sufficient)

1 (fail)

FX, F (fail)

TUITION FEES

/ per semester

autumn break: end of October
winter break: end of December
spring break: Easter week
term time
(14-15 weeks)

exam period

holidays

BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
BA/BSc
€ 1,000-3,500

COMPUTER
SCIENCE
BSc
€ 2,200-3,000

INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS
BA
€ 1,200-2,400

MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING
BSc
€ 2,000-3,200

MEDICINE OTM
AND DENISTRY
OTM
€ 7,000-8,000

COSTS OF LIVING

Dormitory

HUF 20-40,000
/month

One litre of
bottled water
HUF 200

Lunch at canteen
HUF 1,200
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Private flat

HUF 70-180,000
/month

One litre of milk

HUF 240

Cinema ticket

HUF 1,600

Shared flat

HUF 40-100,000
/month

Pint of beer in bar
HUF 600-1,000

Haircut men/women
HUF 5-15,000

Monthly student pass
for local transport

One litre of petrol

Coffee in café

Bread

HUF 3,500

HUF 500

HUF 400-440

HUF 270

Visit the Cost Calculator on the Study in Hungary page to easily
calculate your costs in the biggest Hungarian cities:
www.studyinhungary.hu » Your Costs of Living

pay a visit to some of our hungarian higher
education institutions
Take a virtual tour to visit some of our higher
education institutions on the following pages.
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Budapest Business School �
University of Applied Sciences
Budapest Business School (BBS) is one of Hungary’s market leading
and largest universities, educating more than 17,000 students. BBS
has three Faculties in Budapest: Faculty of Commerce, Hospitality
and Tourism; Faculty of International Management and Business;
Faculty of Finance and Accountancy. Each faculty provides specialized knowledge for different fields of business, which also means significant synergies during studies. All programmes are in English with
the exception of one programme, which is launched in French as well
(International Business Economics in English/ Gestion Internationale
in French).
Graduates who obtained their degrees from BBS during recent years
have become recognized experts and professionals in their field and
are in great demand in both the domestic and the international
labour markets.

and master's programmes in English, as well as the Doctoral School
of Entrepreneurship and Business.
Year by year, more and more new students study at BBS from different countries of the world.
One of the reasons behind this large increase is the wide range
of opportunities they can choose from: some choose to study as
a Stipendium Hungaricum scholarship holder student, others as a
Christian Youth scholarship holder student, or they can take part
in the Erasmus+ programme, but it is also popular to study as a selffinancing student at Budapest Business School.
ACADEMIC FIELD AND LEVEL

Economic Sciences
Social Sciences

As a foreign student wishing to study in one of the faculties of BBS,
there are several programmes to choose from, both on bachelor's
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uni-bge.hu/en

contact details:

H-1055 Budapest,
Markó utca 29-31.

Denissza BLANÁR
Head of International Relations and
Mobility Office

+ 36 1 469 6600/6758
international@uni-bge.hu
studyinfo@uni-bge.hu

BA/BSc

•
•

MA/MSc

•
•

OTM

PhD/DLA

•

Budapest University of
Technology and Economics
The mission of our university is to issue prestigious diplomas which
are amongst the most highly regarded in the labour markets of
Hungary as well as Central and Eastern Europe, and to train graduates who would be the most sought after by the best companies
and institutions.

BME offers study programmes in English language in all educational
areas. In certain specialties programmes in German or French are
also available. Students arriving from foreign countries, totalling
nearly 2,300 at present, represent over 12% of BME’s enrolment,
and the graduates of 2020 come from over 30 countries.

The predecessor of Budapest University of Technology and Economics, the Institutum Geometricum, was established in 1782. During
the past 239 years the professors of the university have strived to
provide an outstanding quality of education. This has earned the
university an international reputation, attracting students as well as
professors from all over the world.

BME as foundation member within the European University called
EELISA joined forces with eight other prestigious higher education
institutions to develop the European Engineering Degree and to
start joint degree programmes and research projects while making
efforts to achieve the long-term goal of a single cross-border European accreditation in engineering.

Our university has eight faculties: Civil Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Architecture, Chemical Technology and Biotechnology,
Electrical Engineering and Informatics, Transportation Engineering
and Vehicle Engineering, Natural Sciences, Economics and Social
Sciences.

ACADEMIC FIELD AND LEVEL

Computer Science and IT
Economic Sciences
Engineering Sciences
Natural Sciences

BA/BSc MA/MSc

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

OTM

•

PhD/DLA

•
•
•
•

leader in technical higher education

www.bme.hu/en

contact details:

H-1111 Budapest,
Műegyetem rakpart 3.

Department of International Academic Affairs
+36 1 463 3981
admission@bme.hu | international@bme.hu
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Corvinus University of Budapest
Corvinus University of Budapest is an internationally recognized,
prestigious, state-accredited Hungarian university with over 300
partner universities on five continents, and memberships in some
of the most elite international networks (e.g. CEMS, PIM, AACSB,
EFMD, EMPA). It is the only Hungarian university with EQUIS and
AMBA accreditations, but it also owns other prominent accreditations and labels such as BSIS, EPAS, EAPAA, as well as CFA qualified
finance programmes. The number of study programmes conducted
entirely in English is continuously increasing.
Corvinus University, with approx. 12,000 students, offers educational programmes in three disciplines, Business and Management,
Economics and Social Sciences at bachelor’s, master’s and PhD
levels and it runs three MBA programmes in English as well. Business and Management is the main profile of the University and an
exceedingly successful field of education.

The University is located in Budapest, the capital of Hungary, which
serves as the main centre for Hungarian scientific and cultural life.
Come to Corvinus to earn your bachelor's, master's, MBA or PhD
degree here!
ACADEMIC FIELD AND LEVEL BA/BSc MA/MSc

Computer Science and IT
Economic Sciences
Social Sciences

•
•

scientia mea – adiutor meus / my knowledge is my helper

www.uni-corvinus.hu/?lang=en
H
 -1093, Budapest, Fővám tér 8.
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contact details:

Student’s Services, Admissions Office
international.application@uni-corvinus.hu

•
•
•

OTM

PhD/DLA

•
•
•

Eötvös Loránd University
Eötvös Loránd University (ELTE)—in terms of student and staff
numbers, quality of education and research, and its international
relations—is a prestigious institution of public higher education
in Hungary, operating continuously since 1635.
As a top-ranked research university in Hungary, it is the most
popular higher education institution among applicants as well as
alma mater of five Nobel laureates and leading figures in technology,
public policy, and culture in Hungary. Currently about 30,000
students study at nine faculties and one institute, with about 3,000
international students from over 100 countries.
ELTE has widespread international relations for cooperation and
exchange all over the world, which offers a large number of possibilities for study-abroad semesters to Hungarian and international
students at ELTE. The degree programmes are accredited by the
Hungarian Accreditation Committee and course credits are transferable in all countries of the European Union. Wide-ranging ser-

vices, an excellent mentor system, Orientation Week, and cultural
programmes all ensure that you find your friends and place on campus and in the vibrant city of Budapest.
ACADEMIC FIELD AND LEVEL

Arts
Arts and Humanities
Computer Science and IT
Economic Sciences
Engineering Sciences
Legal Sciences
Natural Sciences
Social Sciences
Sport Sciences
Teacher Training

BA/BSc

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MA/MSc

OTM

•
•

PhD/DLA

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

quality education, quality research. your place in europe.

www.elte.hu/en

contact details:

H-1053 Budapest,
Egyetem tér 1-3.

International Strategy Office, Rector’s Cabinet, Eötvös Loránd University
+36 1 411 6543
iro@elte.hu

CHARM-EU
CH
Accessible
R
Mobile
European
University

Co-funded by the
Erasmus+ Programme
of the European Union
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Eszterházy Károly Catholic University
Eszterházy Károly Catholic University (EKCU) is one of the oldest
higher education institutions in Hungary where long traditions
support future-oriented education, talent management and
research activities. Currently serving more than 6,000 students,
among them an increasing number of international students from
all over the world, it provides intensive research opportunities
and quality education due to its ideal student-professor ratio,
excellent professors, company relationships and internship
possibilities. The five Faculties of the university are located on
two campuses within easy reach from the capital of Hungary and
the two towns hosting them offer its students safe and friendly
atmosphere with a reasonable cost of living compared to other
European cities. International students can choose from a wide
variety of accredited study programmes offered in English in several
fields, including Computer Sciences, Fine Arts, Music, Education
Sciences, International Relations, Business and Management, and

Viticulture and Oenology. For international students, EKCU offers
accommodation in dormitories and various support services such
as the mentoring system, intercultural training and extracurricular
programmes.
ACADEMIC FIELD AND LEVEL

Agricultural Sciences
Art Education
Arts
Arts and Humanities
Computer Science and IT
Economic Sciences
Natural Sciences
Social Sciences
Teacher Training

eszterházy – steps to your success

uni-eszterhazy.hu/en
H-3300 Eger, Eszterházy tér 1.
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contact details:

Central Office for Foreign Affairs
+36 36 520 427
admission@uni-eszterhazy.hu

BA/BSc

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MA/MSc

•
•
•
•
•

OTM PhD/DLA

•

Hungarian University of
Agriculture and Life Sciences
Founded on the 1st of February 2021, the Hungarian University of
Agriculture and Life Sciences (MATE) has become one of the largest
and oldest agricultural-focused, multi-disciplinary tertiary education institutions in Europe, which came into being by the integration of the former Szent István University, Kaposvár University,
Gyöngyös Campus of Eszterházy Károly University and Georgikon
Faculty of University of Pannonia.
MATE consists of 5 campuses for study and research hosting
nearly 12,000 domestic and 2,000 international students from 102
countries. With active partners on almost every continent (more
than 250 partner institutions in 50 countries), MATE students
and staff operate on a global scale to gain and share the essential
knowledge for success in the globalized world. We see this as the
cornerstone for a more secure tomorrow and are proud to be a vital
part of it.

Our areas of specialization include:
• Teaching and research of food source production
• Food quality and safety
• Water and soil as strategic resource
• Environmental protection and sustainability
• Energy security
• Bio economy
ACADEMIC FIELD AND LEVEL

Agricultural Sciences
Economic Sciences
Engineering Sciences
Natural Sciences

BA/BSc

•
•
•
•

MA/MSc

•
•
•
•

OTM

PhD/DLA

•
•
•
•

cultivating knowledge and sustainability

uni-mate.hu/en
H-2100 Gödöllő, Páter Károly u. 1.

contact details:

International Relations Centre
+36 28 522 917
international@uni-mate.hu
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Óbuda University
Óbuda University (ÓU) is the number one practice-oriented technical University in Budapest, Hungary with more than 140 years of
fine tradition. The university creates a vibrant community around
12,000 students, with hundreds of international students attending
from over 50 countries worldwide. ÓU has 7 faculties (6 in Budapest
and 1 in Székesfehérvár), 3 doctoral schools, and 8 research centres. We are committed to teaching in a student-friendly manner,
and providing opportunities for lifelong studies creating an active
community. The main emphasis of our University is on high-quality
educational programmes and talent management, which are based
on strong theoretical fundamentals, practical workshops, own and
international academic research results. Our students have great
achievements in several national and international competitions,
such as at the Spaghetti Bridge Building, Design Challenge Robotics
Building, Bosch Electromobil, and Shell Eco-marathon.

pro scientia et futuro
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uni-obuda.hu

contact details:

H-1034 Budapest,
Bécsi út 96/b.

International Education Office
+36 1 666 5685
i nternational@uni-obuda.hu

“Our aim is to maintain a high-quality and student-focused higher
education which provides strength in research, spanning a diverse
set of intellectual disciplines and applications within the fields of
engineering while serving science and the future.
ÓU is an attractive, international place for study and research for
many people. Óbuda University’s degrees will give you the edge in
your career; diplomas issued at the University are accepted by and
transferable to all countries within the European Union.”
ACADEMIC FIELD AND LEVEL

Arts
Computer Science and IT
Economic Sciences
Engineering Sciences
Natural Sciences

BA/BSc

•
•
•
•
•

MA/MSc

•
•
•

OTM PhD/DLA

•
•

Semmelweis University
250-year-old Semmelweis University, the oldest medical school
in Hungary, is among the top 500 universities in the world, and is
one of the leading universities in Europe in the field of medical and
health sciences. The University offers practice oriented education
based on a strong theoretical foundation in three languages (English,
German and Hungarian), and has various international campuses.
Diplomas issued by Semmelweis University are recognized in the
European Union and by many other countries worldwide. University
students come from over 70 different countries, and one-third of
the almost 11,000 students are international.
The University’s six faculties: Faculty of Medicine, Faculty of Dentistry, Faculty of Pharmacy, Faculty of Health Sciences, Faculty
of Health and Public Services, András Pető Faculty of Conductive
Education
Degree programmes for international students: Medicine (MD),
Dentistry (DMD), Pharmacy (Dr. Pharm) , BSc in Nursing, Midwifery,

Dietetics, Physiotherapy, Optometry, Health Visitor, Public Health
Supervisor, MSc in Nursing and in Physiotherapy, BA in Conductive
Pedagogy.
The University is Hungary’s largest healthcare provider: its hospitals
and clinics offer the highest quality patient care services, as well as
practical teaching.
The University is Hungary’s largest healthcare provider: its hospitals
and clinics offer high-quality patient care services, providing ample
opportunities for practical education as well. Research, development, and innovation make up one of the three pillars of the University’s activities; the seven Doctoral Schools of the School of PhD
Studies offer over 40 programmes in Hungarian and English.
ACADEMIC FIELD AND LEVEL

Medical and Health Sciences
Teacher Training

BA/BSc MA/MSc OTM PhD/DLA

•
•

•

•

•

excellence in medical education, research&development and health care

semmelweis.hu/english/
H-1085 Budapest, Üllői út 26.

contact details:
Directorate of International Studies
Division of English Language Programmes
+36 1 459 1500 / 60069
english.secretariat@semmelweis-univ.hu
Division of German Language Programmes
+36 1 317 0932
studenten.sekretariat@semmelweis-univ.hu

facebook.com/semmelweisuniversity
twitter.com/semmelweishu
instagram.com/semmelweis_egyetem
linkedin.com/school/semmelweisuniversity
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Széchenyi István University
Located in the North West of Hungary, lying halfway between
Budapest and Vienna, Győr retains the baroque charm of its
well-preserved city centre, offering a wide choice of cultural as
well as natural treasures. Győr’s geographical position means
that many Central European cities are within easy travelling
distance.
The University’s 35 English-taught study programmes, at all
academic levels from bachelor's to doctoral, and covering the
fields of engineering, IT, architecture, pedagogy, economics, international relations, law, administration, social work, medicine
and health, musical arts, tourism and agriculture, all ensure an
excellent quality of education.
In 2019, the University’s main campus, situated on the banks
of the River Danube and just 5 minutes’ walk from the city centre, was voted the most attractive in Hungary. On campus are
located the state-of-the-art Halls of Residence, the University

library, cafés, bars, restaurants and opportunities for 25 sports / cultural activities.
For students searching for high-quality teaching together with a full
social life on a friendly and secure campus, Széchenyi István University is the choice for you!
ACADEMIC FIELD AND LEVEL

Agricultural Sciences
Arts
Arts and Humanities
Computer Science and IT
Economic Sciences
Engineering Sciences
Legal Sciences

BA/BSc MA/MSc OTM PhD/DLA

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Science of Public Administration

Plan your future at sze
plan
sze

admissions.sze.hu
H-9026 Győr, Egyetem tér 1.
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contact details:

Centre of International Programmes
+36 96 613 700
international@sze.hu

f acebook.com/Uni.SZE.Gyor
facebook.com/SZECIP

•

•
•

•
•

Tomori Pál College
Tomori Pál College is a private academy which was founded in
2004. The primary objective of the college is providing high-quality
study opportunities for students from all over the world who wish
to continue their studies in higher education.
Accredited by the State of Hungary, degrees issued by the College
are recognized and accepted across the whole of the European
Union.
Our college offers the following programmes:
• Pre-Course
• Business Administration and Management (BA)
• International Business Administration (BA)
• International Relations (BA)

• Our students also have the opportunity of participating in the
Erasmus+ Programme.
• The autumn semester is from September to January and the spring
semester from February to June. We make every effort to ensure
that students can continuously join the courses, even during the
academic year.
• We offer practice-oriented programmes in small classes, focusing
on skills development.
We offer accommodation to all of our students at the Budapest
campus, in rooms for 2-3-5 people, all equipped with a private
bathroom.
ACADEMIC FIELD AND LEVEL

Why choose Tomori Pál College?
• Students may choose to start MA (master's) courses after graduation in the territory of the European Union.

Economic Sciences
Social Sciences

BA/BSc MA/MSc

•
•

OTM

PhD/DLA

tomori for tomorrow

www.tpfk.hu
H-1223 Budapest, Művelődés u. 21-27.
H-6000 Kecskemét, Árpád krt. 4.

contact details:

International Relations Office
+36 1 362 1551
info@tpfk.hu
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University of Debrecen
With its 8 campuses, 363 buildings, 28,500 students, 8,740 fulltime employees and 17.7 million medical procedures per year, the
University of Debrecen tops national statistics. The University of
Debrecen has the second largest student body in the nation in total
and the highest number and proportion of international students
(6,500 and 22%, respectively). The most popular choices for the
majority of them continue to be in medical fields. UD offers almost
80 courses taught entirely in English (with solidly increasing numbers) on every academic level (BA/BSc, MA/MSc and PhD).
Fields of study include Medical and Biological Sciences, Dentistry,
Pharmacy, IT, Engineering and Business Studies among others. The
top research fields of the University include Medical and Health
Sciences, Pharmaceutical Industry, Food Industry, Natural Sciences,
Electronics, and Information Technology. The academic potential
of the university is clearly indicated by the annual figures of 3,000–
3,500 publications as listed by sources like Scopus, WoS, MTMT

and iDEa Academic Profiles. Due to its broad range of international
connections, the university has signed cooperation agreements
with several hundred partner institutions in the past.

ACADEMIC FIELD AND LEVEL

Agricultural Sciences
Arts
Arts and Humanities
Computer Science and IT
Economic Sciences
Engineering Sciences
Legal Sciences
Medical and Health Sciences
Natural Sciences
Social Sciences

more than a degree

edu.unideb.hu
H-4032 Debrecen, Egyetem tér 1.
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contact details:

Coordinating Center for International Education
+36 52 258 058
info@edu.unideb.hu

BA/BSc MA/MSc OTM PhD/DLA

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

University of Dunaújváros
The University of Dunaújváros is a university of applied sciences with
a cosy and true family atmosphere in the central region of Hungary.
The town of Dunaújváros is located on the banks of the river Danube,
70 km to the South of Budapest, the capital of Hungary.
We offer the following study programmes to our students in English
language:
•M
 echanical Engineering BSc and MSc
•M
 aterials Engineering BSc
•B
 usiness Administration and Management BA
•C
 omputer Science Engineering BSc
•C
 ommunication and Media Science BA
• E ngineering Management BSc
• T eacher of Engineering MA
As a multicultural student community in our campus, 15% of
our total student population are international students from 25
countries, such as Brazil, Azerbaijan, India, Jordan, Kazakhstan,

Morocco, Portugal,Russia, Spain, Syria, Tunisia and Turkey. We
have actively participated in Erasmus+ KA103 and KA107 student
and lecturer mobility programmes for many years as well as in
the Stipendium Hungaricum scholarship programme. The modern
educational infrastructure of our campus not only boasts the usual
facilities for higher educational studies (classrooms, lecture halls,
library, dormitories), but also has a TV studio, Students’ Leisure
Centre (Campus Club), sports halls as well as numerous laboratories.
ACADEMIC FIELD AND LEVEL

Computer Science and IT
Economic Sciences
Engineering Sciences
Social Sciences
Teacher Training

BA/BSc MA/MSc

•
•
•
•

OTM

PhD/DLA

•
•

study&more

uniduna.eu
H-2400 Dunaújváros,
Táncsics M. u. 1/A

contact details:

Kitti SZABÓ
International Relations Office
– coordinator

+36 25 551 165
international@uniduna.hu
stipendiumhungaricum@uniduna.hu
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University of Miskolc
A unique, spacious, green campus, home to more than 10 thousand
Hungarian and international students as well as 600 lecturers and
researchers, in a beautiful natural environment, up-to-date laboratories, lecture halls, workshops, student hostels and facilities for
sport, culture and entertainment – this is the University of Miskolc.
Tradition (founded in 1735) combined with novel directions in research and education result not only in a large number of professional awards, but also in an increasing interest of international and
Hungarian students who pursue studies at the highest academic level
at the University of Miskolc. Graduates of the University acquire exceptional skills during their time in Miskolc and gain jobs with a wide
variety of top employers. Miskolc, with its more than 150 thousand
inhabitants, is a traditional industrial city, the cultural and economic
centre of the North Hungarian Region.
The University of Miskolc welcomes all purposeful and motivated students who aim to study in a traditional yet modern and fresh academic
environment. Full degree study programmes are available in English:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bartók Béla Music Institute
Faculty of Earth Science and Engineering
Faculty of Materials Science and Engineering
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Informatics
Faculty of Economics
Faculty of Arts
Faculty of Law
ACADEMIC FIELD AND LEVEL

Arts
Arts and Humanities
Computer Science and IT
Economic Sciences
Engineering Sciences
Legal Sciences
Social Sciences

the campus of knowledge and community spirit

w ww.uni-miskolc.hu/en
H-3515 Miskolc-Egyetemváros
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contact details:

Directorate for International Relations
apply@uni-miskolc.hu
facebook.com/shmiskolc

BA/BSc

•

MA/MSc

•
•
•
•
•
•

OTM PhD/DLA

•
•
•
•

University of Pannonia
The University of Pannonia offers internationally competitive quality education & research opportunities at 5 faculties, contributing
to the economic, scientific, and cultural development of the region.
International students are supported by available scholarship opportunities covering all study costs and surrounded by a welcoming, diverse, and inclusive study environment.
The University offers ongoing study guidance to realize the full potential of students and ensure the right career steps. By working
closely with company partners and putting emphasis on workinglife skills, students graduate with the right skillset and knowledge to
meet the requirements of employers. The University's cutting-edge
multidisciplinary research centre carries out several R&D projects
and provides excellent research opportunities to bring impactful
changes to the region and beyond.

Veszprém – the city of queens – gives home to the main campus of
the University of Pannonia. The town won the European Capital of
Culture for 2023 programme, which aims to promote the region's
cultural and creative side, providing the University's students with
plenty of opportunities to get involved with.
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Arts and Humanities
Computer Science and IT
Economic Sciences
Engineering Sciences
Natural Sciences
Social Sciences

BA/BSc

•
•
•
•

MA/MSc

•
•
•
•
•
•

OTM

PhD/DLA

•
•
•
•
•

step u.p.!

eng.uni-pannon.hu
H-8200 Veszprém, Egyetem u. 10.

contact details:

International Office, University of Pannonia
+36 88 624 000 ext. 3503
studyatup@uni-pannon.hu
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University of Pécs
Since it opened its doors in 1367, University of Pécs has positioned
itself high on the higher education world map among Universities
which build up future generations of modern society and offer excellent education. Being one of the most internationalized universities
in Hungary, UP is today home to more than 4,500 foreign students
from over 114 countries.
Students can take advantage of a wide and varied selection of almost
80 programmes, covering arts, business, social and natural sciences,
IT, engineering and medicine. These are all taught in English, which
gives the university its international status.
Prospective students who can’t commit to a full degree are welcome to visit one of the summer schools or visit for a semester or
two on the various scholarship schemes available. This way, they’ll
still get a taste of Pécs, the multi campus town, where history and
tradition meet modern life. Choosing to study in the European

Capital of Culture of 2010, one becomes a part of a lively multicultural community.
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Arts
Arts and Humanities
Computer Science and IT
Economic Sciences
Engineering Sciences
Legal Sciences
Medical and Health Sciences
Natural Sciences
Social Sciences
Sport Sciences
Teacher Training

the first university in hungary

w ww.international.pte.hu
H-7622 Pécs, Vasvári Pál u. 4.
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contact details:

INTERNATIONAL CENTRE
+36 72 501 500 (extension: 61681)
international@pte.hu

BA/BSc

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MA/MSc

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

OTM

•
•
•

PhD/DLA

•
•
•
•
•
•

University of Physical Education
The University of Physical Education (TE) and its institutional
predecessor is one of the oldest higher educational institutions in
Europe in the field of body culture, including sports and education,
TE combines its traditions and culture to match the new challenges
of a knowledge-based society, while taking into consideration
various socio-economic demands.
TE preserves its traditions and permanently develops in harmony
with what the given period requires. This is why in its educational
strategy, theoretical and practical knowledge complement each
other. In order to ensure competitive knowledge for the students
in each field of study, the amount of sport trainings has increased.
While developing its educational content, our institution became
aware of the practice-based demands formulated by the representatives of the sport federations and educational institutes,

some of the future utilizers of knowledge. As a result, the training
programmes have been harmonized with labor market expectations.
The mission of the University is to train specialists who, as future
intellectuals, possess a high level of theoretical and practical knowledge applicable in the various fields within sports.
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Sport Science

BA/BSc

•

MA/MSc

•

OTM

•

PhD/DLA

•

uniting mind, strength and morals

english.tf.hu
H-1123 Budapest,
Alkotás utca 44.

contact details:

Fanni FÜSTÖS (International Relations Center)
+36 30 176 6661
fustos.fanni@tf.hu
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University of Sopron
The legal predecessors of University of Sopron have a long history
with the oldest one dating back to 1735. Located beside the Austrian
border, in the “Most Loyal City” of Hungary, it provides excellent
education at four faculties specializing in forestry, wood technology,
pedagogy and economics.
Our academic offer includes programmes in three languages: Hungarian, English and German. Due to low student-to-teacher ratios,
our students have the advantage of personalized approach to learning. The university provides all first-year students placement in one
of its comfortable dormitories.
The campus is located in a nature conservation area, the Botanical
Garden, which also serves instructional purposes with its collection
of living plants.

We conduct our programmes according to the European Qualifications Framework of the Bologna Process; all programmes have been
accredited by the Hungarian Accreditation Committee.
Sopron plays a special role within the region Western Transdanubia,
one of the most pleasant, fastest developing regions of the country. It is a real privilege to work, study, or live in Sopron. For Sopron
graduates, the years spent here are usually the highlight of their lives.
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Agricultural Sciences
Economic Sciences
Engineering Sciences

BA/BSc

•
•

MA/MSc

•
•
•

OTM

•

tradition and renewal in one place

international.uni-sopron.hu
9400 Sopron,
Bajcsy-Zsilinszky u. 4.
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contact details:

VICE-RECTOR’S OFFICE FOR RESEARCH AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
+36 99 518 210
tudrh@uni-sopron.hu

PhD/DLA

•
•
•

University of Szeged
The University of Szeged (SZTE), with a history dating back to 1581, is
located in the city of sunshine. Szeged attracts thousands of young
people due to its lively, urban lifestyle, colourful festivals and its safe
environment. According to QS World University Rankings SZTE is
the best Hungarian University in 2021. Outstanding professors have
worked at the University, including the Nobel Laureate Albert SzentGyörgyi (1937), who was the first to isolate Vitamin C. The University of Szeged is one of the largest universities in Hungary, and the
efforts of its nearly 21,000 students and 2,500 academic staff at the
12 university faculties help make the institution the regional centre
of knowledge in Hungary and Central Europe. The number of international students is constantly increasing and they make up 20% of
the total number of students. A mentor system assists students in
settling down in Szeged and finding their way around the University.
The SZTE offers international study programmes at 12 faculties. In
most cases the language of the instruction is English, but we offer

programmes in French, German and other foreign languges in the
following study fields:
ACADEMIC FIELD AND LEVEL

Agricultural Sciences
Arts (Music)
Arts and Humanities
Computer Science and IT

BA/BSc MA/MSc

•
•
•

Economic Sciences
Engineering Sciences
Legal Sciences
Medical and Health Sciences
Natural Sciences
Religion and Theology
Social Sciences
Teacher Training

•

OTM PhD/DLA

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

your future – our mission

u-szeged.hu/english/
online-open-day/welcome
H-6720 Szeged, Dugonics tér 13.

contact details:

Office for International Admissions
+36 62 343 885
international@szte.hu

facebook.com/SZTEInternational
instagram.com/uniszeged
twitter.com/uni_szeged
linkedin.com/universityofszeged
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University of Veterinary Medicine
Budapest
The University of Veterinary Medicine Budapest (UVMB) is the only
veterinary university in Hungary. It is one of the oldest veterinary
schools in the world and the most international veterinary campus
in Europe. The combination of the more than 230-year-old tradition with the most innovative educational and technological tools
ensures that graduates of the university are equipped with the most
up-to-date knowledge and are ready for the rewarding and challenging veterinary profession after their studies.
Our graduated students are prepared to:
• cure animals at animal clinics worldwide,
• work on farms with small and large animals,
• specialize in exotic or wildlife species,
• become a researcher,
• make their voice heard in the State Office of veterinary hygiene
and public health sector.

University of
Veterinary Medicine
Budapest

The curriculum consists of 5.5 years and it leads to a DVM (Doctor
of Veterinary Medicine) master's degree. Our degree is recognized
in the EU (E.A.E.V.E. accreditation) and will be recognized in the USA
and Canada after our AVMA accreditation goes through (the preparation for the accreditation has begun already).
Our programme is highly practise oriented– students have around
1800 contact hours with animals. At the well-equipped UVMB clinics
they get practical training in every vet related field.
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Agricultural Sciences

BA/BSc

MA/MSc

OTM

•

PhD/DLA

where your passion becomes a profession!

univet.hu/en
H-1078 Budapest, István utca 2.
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contact details:

Communications and International Relations Department
+36 1 478 4100
info@vethungary.com

facebook.com/UnivetHU
instagram.com/univet_budapest/
YouTube channel: UNIVET BUDAPEST

Hungarian Rectors’ Conference
The Hungarian Rectors’ Conference (HRC), as the unique representative body of local universities, is proud to be one of the oldest
and most prestigious organizations in Hungary responsible for the
university sector, academic cooperation and internationalization of
higher education.
HRC operates with a young and enthusiastic team, with strong engagement towards development, focusing on innovative solutions
and keen to achieve outstanding success together with its partners
in the realization of joint higher education projects.
HRC promotes Hungarian higher education worldwide, organizes
roundtables, conferences and workshops, manages incoming and
outgoing delegations’ visits, and coordinates short-term study (e.g.:
summer university) and scholarship programmes. HRC enhances
collaboration with international partner organizations and promotes bilateral cooperation between Hungarian and international

www.mrk.hu/en/current
H-1068 Budapest,
Benczúr utca 43. 4/3.

higher education institutions, whilst also participating in European Union policy-making and EU funded projects.
HRC is in active cooperation with universities, ministries, embassies (both in and out of Hungary), public foundations, national
agencies, and the press.
ACTIVITIES SUPPORTING HIGHER EDUCATION:

Online and offline student recruitment
 oordination of summer programmes, scholarship
C
programmes, and short-term study programmes
 atchmaking for PhD students and researchers with
M
Hungarian institutions
Organization of alumni and community building events

contact details:

Secretary of International Affairs
+36 70 882 5047		
mrk@mrk.hu

hungarianrectorsconference
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Andrássy University Budapest
www.andrassyuni.eu/en

Apor Vilmos Catholic College
en.avkf.hu

Bhaktivedanta College
www.bhf.hu/en/home

Budapest Business School – University
of Applied Sciences uni-bge.hu/en
Budapest Metropolitan University
metubudapest.hu

Budapest University of Technology
and Economics www.bme.hu/en
Corvinus University of Budapest
www.uni-corvinus.hu/eng

Dennis Gabor College
dennis-gabor-college.eu

Edutus University

www.edutus.hu/english/

Eötvös József College
ejf.hu/en/welcome

Eötvös Loránd University
www.elte.hu/en

Eszterházy Károly Catholic University
uni-eszterhazy.hu/en

Hungarian Dance University
www.mte.eu/en/

Hungarian University of Agriculture
and Life Sciences uni-mate.hu/en
Hungarian University of Fine Arts
www.mke.hu/en

International Business School
www.ibs-b.hu

John von Neumann University
www.uni-neumann.hu/en_GB/home

John Wesley Theological College
wesley.hu/wesley-college/

Károli Gáspár University of the Reformed
Church in Hungary kre.hu/english
Kodolányi János University
edu.kodolanyi.hu
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Liszt Ferenc Academy of Music
lfze.hu/en/the-university

Milton Friedman University
uni-milton.hu

programmes
in English

Moholy-Nagy University of Art
and Design mome.hu/en
Óbuda University
uni-obuda.hu

Pázmány Péter Catholic University
ppke.hu/en

Semmelweis University
semmelweis.hu/english/

Széchenyi István University
programmes in other
foreign languages

admissions.sze.hu

Tomori Pál College
portal.tpfk.hu/en/

University of Debrecen
edu.unideb.hu

University of Dunaújváros
www.uniduna.hu/en/

University of Miskolc
www.uni-miskolc.hu/en

University of Pannonia
programmes in English &
other foreign languages

eng.uni-pannon.hu

University of Pécs
international.pte.hu

University of Physical Education
english.tf.hu

University of Public Service
en.uni-nke.hu

University of Sopron
www.uniwest.hu

University of Szeged

www.u-szeged.hu/english

University of Theatre and Film Arts
szfe.hu/en/

University of Veterinary Medicine
Budapest u nivet.hu/en
Wekerle Business School
www.wbsc-h.eu
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THE CROSSROADS OF EUROPE
A CHANGE

LONDON 1,450 km

IN YOUR LIFE,
IN YOUR FUTURE

www.studyinhungary.hu
facebook.com/studyinhungaryofficial

BERLIN 700 km

PARIS 1,244 km

BARCELONA 1,436 km

ROME 809 km
ATHENS 1,115 km

Tempus Public Foundation (TPF) is a non-profit organization established
in 1996 by the Hungarian Government, with the task of managing international
cooperation programmes and special projects in the fields of education,
training, youth and EU-related issues.

The Study in Hungary initiative is managed by the Tempus Public Foundation
and supports the internationalization of Hungarian higher education by
enhancing student mobility and institutional partnership building.

